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Editorial
The months since the last number of Sudan Studies have been momentous
ones. The signing of the CPA in January; the formation of the new
national government, the death of John Garang . .. I would hope that in
the next number we shall carry some considered reflection on some of
these subjects. On the whole, however, this number looks rather further
into the past. Fergus Nicoll gives an account of his extraordinarily
painstaking detective work on Gordon's codes; John Alexander revisits a
theme of some previous work, the long-standing Ottoman influence in
parts of northern Sudan, which long predates what we usually call the
Turkiyya. Peter Woodward gives the only contemporary piece, with his
glimpse of Khartoum's celebrations ofits 'City of Culture' status.
This number also carries a substantial amount of information relating to
the forthcoming Bergen conference, including some useful practical
advice supplied by the organizers; there is also information relating to
next year's SSSUK colloquium. Students who are attending in order to
present papers should note the information on p.54, in particular.

As is customary,I must also preface this bulletin with an apology for
delay, and an appeal for material. I must repeat those statements. The
bulletin can only continue

-

and be worth reading!

-

if I have material to

put in it. There is much to write about: please do send me your
contributionsfor consideration.
Justin Willis

3000

= Mahdi;

3260

= Gordon

By Fergus Nicoll
The story of General Charles Gordon and the fall of Khartoum in early 1885 has
excited the attentions of countless historians, biographers and novelists ITomthe
heyday of the Victorian era up to the present. None, however, has cracked the
tantalising mystery of Cypher O.

From his arrival in Khartoum on 18thFebruary 1884until 10thSeptember that
year, Gordon used a codebook provided by the British government to
maintain confidentiality in his exchanges with Cairo and London. Until the
Mahdi's advancing revolutionary army, the Ansar, cut the telegraph wires
between Khartoum and the outside world, Gordon transmitted a blizzard of
often contradictory messages to his baffled superiors. From mid-March, the
coded messages that passed between Khartoum and the Relief Force led by
Lord Wolseley had to be concealed, hand-carried and smuggled through
Ansar lines into the besieged town.

Cypher 0, a Foreign Office code, had been introduced by the Foreign Office
on 25thMarch 1878for the use of Queen Victoria and a few specific' special'
embassies; it was withdrawn and replaced by Cypher Z on 23rdJuly 1886.
2

The system used four-digit groups to replace complete or partial words. As
an additional disguise, these were sometimes configured as six-digit clusters.
The British Army and British civilian administrators
usually sent messages in hand-written
however,

in occupied Cairo

Roman numerals; Egyptian officials,

often relayed their messages via the loyal Mudir of Oongola,

Mustafa Yawer and so wrote in Arabic (but varying between left-to-right or
right-to-Ieft on the page, better to confuse the enemy).

Codes were routinely used for even the briefest communications

between

British Army units in the field in the 1880s. Lord Wolseley himself was an
incorrigible coding enthusiast.
identical
politically

dictionaries,
indiscreet

He even instructed

one apiece, through
letters

which

might be rendered

his wife to buy two
their affectionate

safe from prying

but
eyes.

Wolseley suggested using five-digit clusters, in which the first three would be
the page in the dictionary and the last two the line on which the word could
be found (with an additional optional A or B to indicate present or past tense
of a verb).

As a straightforward replacement code, Cypher 0 differed from the various
War Office ciphers used for internal British military communications. The
army (prompted by Wolseley) was particularly fond of the 'Playfair'
transposition cipher, in which the alphabet is rearranged on a 5x5 grid, using
a keyword known to both sender and recipient. The version used by Major
Horatio Kitchener of Wolseley's intelligence staff at al-Oebba, for example,
used the key-word 'Mudir'. Using this technique, 'Mahdi' was rendered as
TMQIP.
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A=M
F=A
L=B
Q=C
V=E

B=U
G=S
M=T
R=V
W=T

C=O
H=Q
N=Z
S=W
X=G

O=I/J
IfJ=P
O=Y
T=X
Y=H

E=R
K=O
P=U
U=L
Z=K

Breaking Cypher 0 was an intimidating prospect.

Given the four-digit

groups, the initial assumption had to be that there were 9,999possible words
to be identified. In the eight messages still extant, the lowest number so far
identified is 0325, the highest 9912. That suggests a codebook of reasonable
size. No copies of any codebook, however, have survived in the archives in
Britain, Sudan or Egypt. Gordon sent his own copy with his aide-de-camp,
Colonel J Donald Hamill-Stewart, when he left Khartoum in September.
Gordon had hoped that Stewart would persuade the Gladstone government
to speed up the relief effort; instead, the steamer Abbas ran aground near
Abu-Hamed and Stewart was murdered by Mahdist sympathisers, along
with most of his companions. The Cypher 0 codebook was taken, along with
Gordon's diaries and complete records of seven months of life in Khartoum,
straight to the Mahdi at al-Obeid. From then on, Gordon was unable to
decipher messages that Wolseley at Dongola, Kitchener at Debba and Edwin
Egerton, a civilian administrator in Cairo, continued to have smuggled into
Khartoum.

Without the book itself, then, the only hope was to locate a 'crib', a piece of
plain text that matched a piece of encoded text. A long, three-part message
sent by Wolseley on 7th November 1884 from Dongola provided the best
chance of a match. Its cover letter contains many words and several long
phrases in plain English. So, too, does an enclosed note to Rudolf Slatin. The
4

deposed Governor of Darfur was in the Mahdi's custody and Wolseley hoped
that Gordon would be able to smuggle the note on to him. The presence of so
many English words and phrases might seem inadvisable in a coded letter,
but Wolseley believed that a sender could 'often safely put a name in clear
without giving any clue to meaning of sentence'. In fact, he wrote, 'the clever
thing to do is to put as much as you can, and as little as you can in cipher,
and yet make the sentence entirely unintelligible to those who have not the
key'.

A second, longer enclosure in Wolseley's 7th November

wholly in four-digit number-groups,
indicate

message is

with no words at all. Official papers

that these three messages

had been previously

sent on 20th

September, 26thOctober and 29thOctober.

Initial success in attacking

Cypher

0

came from matching

conspicuous English sections of the cover letter
have a considerable force concentrated

- the partial

the most

sentence '1 shall

in neighbourhood

of DEBBEH or

AMBUKOL', the phrase 'power, energy, courage and ability' and the full
sentence 'We hear that MAHOMED

ACHMED is now

in the KHOR

SHAMBA T having gone there after he had summoned you to surrender'

-

with a document enclosed in an official memo, dated 25th November 1884,
from Sir Evelyn Baring, the ranking British administrator

in Cairo, to Lord

Granville, the Foreign Secretary, in London.

More persistent searching at Kew also unearthed the original of the Slatin
enclosure, betrayed by revealing fragments such as '1 wish to place before
you the' and 'knowledge of the world will tell'. It was now possible to begin

a prolongedlogicalprocessofmatchingwords with numbers - a process akin
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to watching a photograph slowly emerge in the liquid of the developing tray,
under the dim red light of the lab.
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From these two 'cribs', the premise that each specific four-digit combination
conformed to a specific word was rapidly confirmed as valid.

3944 was

clearly 'September', 4217 was 'battalion(s)' and 1865 'Egypt/ian'.

As larger

portions of text were revealed, other general observations became possible.
Grammatical suffixes were given separately; e.g. 7985 1851 = 'move -ing';
53521101 = 'frequent -ly'. Punctuation was often clarified in code; e.g. 1906
or 3066

= comma.

More problematically, however, it also became clear that several alternatives
existed for important common words.

2267 was revealed early on as

indicating 'to' but, as work progressed, 1117, 1751, 1817, 2803, 4779, 5795,
2268and 5865 emerged as alternatives. Similarly, the past tense suffix' -ed'
could be replaced by 1320, 3147, 3936, 7366, 7514 or 7698; 'and' was
substituted by 3513, 3519, 3622 or 5944. A 'full-stop' might be conveyed by
1179,1187,1635,1686, 1870 or 7634. The apparently random nature of these
options gives us no help in establishing any pattern.
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The compilers of Cypher a also built into the code two important elements
that allowed greater flexibility. First, several numbers were used to convey a
small range of related words, e.g. 3271 = communicate and communication;
2459 = desire, desirable and desirous. More importantly, several proper
names were rendered syllabically or phonetically, with each group of
syllables bracketed by beginning- and end-markers that also revealed their
national, military or civilian status. So, for example, Baring was rendered as
1114 1630 1851 1783. The 1114 (used elsewhere for 'government') is a
beginning-marker indicating an officialposition; then come 1630 = 'bear' and
1851= '-ing'; and the group is concluded by 1783,an ubiquitous end-marker.

= [native-marker] done go la
7626 2430 1783 = [government-

Similarly, Dongola = 2487 3419 6564 4672 1783
[end marker]; Fellaheen

= 1114

3655 4672

marker] fellia he -en [end marker]; Sudanese
5504 1783

= [double

= 2487

1114 1442 1333 6850

native/government-marker] sue dan(ger) -ees E [end

marker].
The next stage in decryption was a prolonged process of cross-referral and
deduction. One extant message might provide clues to the text of another,
while some were cracked simply by virtue of having all their individual
number/word units identified in other messages.
Gordon, of course, deprived of his codebook, was unable to read incoming
messages.

His frustration, however, was tempered by his deeply-felt

contempt for the officials in Cairo, which meant that he rarely felt he was
missing much. He wrote sardonically in his Journal of a short telegram from
Cairo, dated 20thAugust: 'Egerton's cipher telegram, which I cannot decipher
7

through Stewart having taken the book, is short, but I feel sure is weighty,
and I regret deeply I cannot get at its contents, which I think would afford
matter for amusing comment.' The coded original read:
445737905309185115417291552676792996271381511906
689363945242226734648255
102037626054 534222 672618 277535134971467430

After regrouping

203151 804960483289681510

these digits into the original

removing the superfluous

four-digit

final '10', which was required

disguise of the six-digit format, Edwin Egerton's

clusters and

to maintain the

decoded

message was

hardly weighty.
Her-Majesty's-Govermnent are make -ing ready for your relief in case [of] need comma
they refer you to [former] message -s with direction -s to conform [to] them and ask
cause(s) our not havinl!:receive(d) reply end(s) [10]

Another

message,

forwarded

by Major Kitchener

from Debba on 20th

September and again on 15th October, demands to know precise details of
Gordon's Khartoum garrison, including manpower and ammunition

stocks.

But the central section reveals the extent to which the slowly advancing
British forces remained ignorant of Gordon's dire straits.

This somewhat

complacent ignorance contributed to further dawdling on the march southbut it was exacerbated by Gordon's own lack of clarity and the long delays in
getting news out to the relief expedition.
been 'inundated

Wolseley wrote home that he had

with curiously worded telegrams from Gordon'; on 20th

September, 'today' s news is that the siege of Khartoum has been raised and
many of the tribes making their submission'.
626710085345200554282193314732406257133027626176 60656361726276532944
38093684516818511468330522672678190680967054509624592267276745101983
1179
8

We hear that [the] siege has-been raise -ed colon is this true question-mark If so what
would [be] the use of send -ing British troops to Khartoum comma which it [is] desirable
to avoid if possible full-stop

Similar decryption of a letter of 29th July

- in

Arabic and in three parts

-

reveals that Gordon's frustration at being unable to decode them was not
matched by the actual content, at least in terms of strategic information.

The

opening section had been first sent a full five months earlier and reads as
follows:
[In Arabic] From His Excellency Nubar Pasha in Egypt to His Excellency the Mudir of
Dongola in Dongola.
The two telegrams which we sent to you on 23rdApril and 17thMay 1884 with the aim of
forwarding them to Gordon Pasha, we request that you convey them to him now.
The following is the text of the first of them, signed by Mr Egerton.
The message begins:
[In code] Sir E Baring having gone [to] London[,] I [am] charged -ed by Her-Majesty'sGovernment [to] tell you to keep them inform -ed not only as-to immediate but as-to any
prospective danger at Khartoum serni-colon and should advise them in-order-to be ready
for any such danger comma and as-to force necessary to secure your removal comma its
amount comma character comma route for access to Khartoum comma and time of its
operation full-stop
Her-Majesty's-Government (do)-not propose to supply you with Turk/ish or other force
for purpose [of] undertake/ing military expedition -s~] such being beyond scope
commission you hold and at variance with peaceful policy which [is] the purpose your
mission to Sudan full-stop
If with-this know/ledge you continue at Khartoum you should state cause and intention
(with)-which you so continue full-stop
I add desire/ able/ ous of Her-Majesty's-Government to express their respect and
gratitude for gallant and self sacrifice -ing conduct (has)-been for good you have achieveed end(s) [12]
[In Arabic] Finished

Gordon had in fact (though he could not know it) already received a copy of
this message on 29 July and had reacted with scorn in several journal entries.
On 19thSeptember, he wrote sarcastically that the 'cause and intention' of his
remaining in Khartoum had been 'those horridly plucky Arabs', The second
9

part of Egerton's message, originally transmitted in May, fleshed out in more
detail the evacuation procedures for Egyptian soldiers, administrators and
families still in Khartoum. Resending the note in October, of course, was
entirely pointless as the town had been tightly encircled for months.

[In Arabic] The second [telegram] is also signed by the aforementioned [Mr Egerton] and
begins as follows:
[In code] Her-Majesty's-Government having regards [to the] passage/passing [of] time
comma add(s) the following to message April twenty four full-stop
As originaljly plan (has)-been drop -ed and as aggressive operation -s cannot be
undertake -en with countenance of Her-Majesty's-Government comma you [are]
enjoin(ed) to consider and either to report upon comma or if necessity / ary / feasible to
adopt/ion at first proper moment measure(s) your own removal and like(ly) for removal
of Egypt/ian(s) at Khartoum who [have] suffered for you or [have served [you] faith
fully with them/their wives and child(ren) by whatever route you may prefer comma
have/ing especial/ly regards [to your] own safe/ty and that of other British subject(s)
full-stop
With-regard-to other -s above refer(red)-to comma you may make free(ly) use of money
reward -s or promise(s) at your discretion full-stop
For example comma you may assign to Egypt/ian(s) soldiers at Khartoum sum(s) for
themselves and for person -s bring/brought them/ their per head comma contingent
upon safe arrival at Korosko or whatever you may consider point(s) [of] safe/ty colon or
you may employ and pay tribe(s) neighbourhood escort them full-stop
it-(is) presume(d) Sudanese at Khartoum not in danger full-stop
[In the] event [of] your have/ ing despatch -ed any person -s or agent(s) to other point(s)
s comma you [are] authorise(d) [to] spend any money require(d) for [the] purpose.
[In Arabic] Finished

-

-

The third and final part

- which Gordon never

deciphered

- barely seems

worth the effort of its nearly two-month journey under dangerous conditions
(for the bearer) into the besieged town.
[In Arabic] Your telegram dated 25thRamadan, in which you say you have been told of
what Gordon Pasha had said, to the effect that he needs support, has been sent to the
English government.
The following is the reply to that in Gordon's cipher, signed by Mr Egerton.

It is hoped that you will send it to him and that he will reply to it using his cipher. .

The message begins as follows:

10

[In code] Her-Majesty's-Government add(s) the following [to] message -s [of] April
twenty four and May seventeen full-stop
These show the interest take(n) by Her-Majesty's-Government [in] your safe/ty comma
they continue to be anxious to learn from yourself your view(s) and position comma sothat if danger has arise -en or be like(ly) to arise with/in manner they have describe oed
comma they may-be position [to] take(n) measure -s accordingly end(s)
[In Arabic] Finished. 29thJuly 1884.
To the Governor-General of Sudan, His Excellency Gordon Pasha.
This copy represents the ideas of the government in the past.
We have repeatedly sent them to Your Excellency in three batches.
By way of precaution, we have copied them again, since all attention is now focused on
preparing Sudan and rescuing Khartoum and taking Berber and other government
places.
The troops continue moving forward daily and the steamers are in accordance with Your
Excellency's plans.
It [the force] will soon reach you, as we explained in the earlier letter.

To return

to Lord Wolseley's

three-part

message of 7th November,

the

document which enabled us to start breaking into Cypher 0, the decrypted
text offers, by contrast,
researcher.

far more important

material

to the historical

Fully broken and with the English words that were written en

clair in the original rendered in italics, Wolseley's cover letter to the man he
regarded as a real hero ('the man whom I revered most in the world') was
brisk but heartfelt.

It is striking that Wolseley opted not to exploit the

flexibility of the cipher's syllabic option,

as outlined above, instead writing

out some quite revealing names, of men and places, en clair.
My dearGordon.
I sent you a long messageon twenty September and another on twenty nine October I hadno
answer to either full-stop
I shall havea considerableforce concentratedin neighbourhoodof DEBBEH or AMBUKOL about
Christmas with-which to ascend Nile in boats especiallymadefor the purpose in England.
Besidesforce in boats [we] have four British battalions on Camels comma two battery -s of
camel gun(s) and one good English Cavalry Regiment.
I s/wuld like if possible to avoid [any] obligation to take this large force around by ABU
HAMED, BERBER and SHENDY so would prefer move -ing across desert to SHENDY if
[it] were [to be] safe to do so with about one thousand five hundred British soldiers on
Camels.
11
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Enclosedis a copy of my orders [see below).
Do you know anyone - not Zubeir comma who/m

cabinet will-not sanction

- who/m

you

believe strong enough to establish [a] government at KHARTOUM and hold his own there
on following terms colon EGYPT to give pound(s) hundred thousand first [year] and fifty
thousand for four more year -s as a subsidy help him serni-colon to give him all [the]
weapons now within SOUDAN and give him generous amount of ammunition comma
and let him have steamers full-stop Arrangement to be review(ed) at end [of] five year-s
full-stop
The government of DONGOLA,BERBERand KHARTOUMto be hand(ed) over to him
comma he to be responsible for keep -ing open Trade routes and protect -ing frontier -s
Egypt/ian from invasion comma and to discourage the slave trade full-stop
All [the] Sultan -s rights to be reserved.
Egypt/ ian troops to hold WADY HALFA, KOROSKO, and ASSOUAN.
SOUAKlM to be place -ed under settle -ed government full-stop
The only two men [ can thinkofaslikely to suit are Hussein Pasha KhaIifacommanow with
[the] Mahdi and the Mudir here.
Theformer behavedwell until we abandon(ed) him and virtually told him to make his own
terms with Mohamet Achmet~] you know him best and can judge best if/whether [he]
wouldsuit.
[fyou thinkhe would comma perhaps you would communicate[with] him and offerhim
the terms [ have described.
Have sent SlatenBeya letter copy attach(ed) in-which [I] sent a message [of] peace to
HUSSEIN PASHA KHALlFA.
As regardsthisMudir of Dongolacomma he is man of power,energy,courage& ability but is

Circassianand lean -s much on Turkishand Bashi Bazoukfollower-s full-stop
A native of SOUDANis much to be prefer -ed but without one comma [ wouldrecommend
Mudir if [he] would accept which[ don't knowas [do] not like(1y)broach -ing subjecthim
until I know your opinion full-stop
Could MOHAMED ALl who/m you mentionin one your letter-s as beingwith [you]
undertake the position any prospect of success question-mark
We hear that MAHOMED ACHMED is now in the KHORSHAMBAThavinggone there after
hehadsummoned
youto surrender.
The war seem(s)to be moreoneto rid thecountryofforeigner-s thanin favourof [the]
Mahdi comma so-that [if] your friend or HUSSEIN PASHA KHALlFA could [be] start -ed
as suggest in KHARTOUM comma it [is] quite possible that MOHAMED ACHMED would
[be] glad to settle down as Sultan of KORDOFAN comma the position you originally
offer/ ed him full-stop
Mygreatest problem at present[is]in find -ing means [to]communicate/ion with you and
get -ing answer -s back full-stop
Pleasedo ail you can to communicate frequent -ly and free(ly) with me serni-colon
remember it-(is) of utmostconsequence
for [the] sake [of] our soldiers and for national
reason(able) to get our troops back to England at earliest possible date full-stop
I send this in duplicate colon one copy through Mudir another through Major Kitchener
who [is] still at Debbeh full-stop
Dongolaon 91hNov. Sincewriting theabove[ hearthat Hussein Pasha Khalifa return(ed) to
12
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new Emir and has retreat -ed among [the]
'allant & excellent defence lIOUhave made.

As for the enclosed letter to Rudolf Slatin (again, with the original English
words in italics), it reads:
I wishto placebeforeyou the situation of affairs within Sudan full-stop
You will know what an English officer say(s) is true full-stop
The army under my command is a considerableforce and has begun to move up [the] Nile
and beforelongwill be at Debbeh full-stop
My men are all English soldier(s) and your knowledgeof the world will tell you no matter
how many or how largethe forces [the] Mahdi could bring against us we should sweep them
aside and destroy them with ease full-stop
I wish if possibleto avoid all further bloodshed comma my objectis upon reach -ing
Khartoum to establish a strong native government there full-stop
I shouldbe glad to give peace to [the] Mahdi and recognise him as Sultan [of] Kordofan
upon his surrender -ing all his European and Fellaheen prisoner -s full-stop
PleasetellHussein Pasha Khalifa I bear him no ill will andwill nowgladlygive him peace
full-stop
If you a true friend [to the] Mahdi advisehim to settle down as Sultan [of] Kordofan whilst
he can do so as his pretension(s) to be [the] Mahdi are now laugh/ ed at everywhere fullstop
I shall be 'llad so far as lief s) in m

Finally, once key phrases were revealed by the above processes, it became
possible to identify the long second enclosure, purely in code, as Wolseley's
own instructions from London as to the parameters of his Sudan mission. An
official draft of these instructions had been relayed to London by Baring on
21stSeptember and amended on 9thOctober.

These orders spelled out with stark clarity that, had the rescue mission
succeeded in time, Gordon would have been expected to subordinate himself
to Wolseley. In his solitary musings, Gordon had fancied that nothing short
of a khedivial edict, or firman, could dislodge him as Khartoum's senior
13
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executive officer. The document also makes it clear that

- while

the primary

objective of the expedition was to 'bring away' Gordon and the late Colonel
Stewart

- Sir Evelyn

indigenous

Baring had decided that Egypt could subsidise a friendly

government

in Khartoum, if one could be created.

Cairo was

simultaneously expected to renounce all sovereign claims over Sudan

- but

the coffers of the colonised could still be exploited. Indeed, by November,
when the vast majority of Sudanese territory was in the Mahdi's hands,
Wolseley was still mulling over candidates to lead this fantasy administration.
Before you [i.e. Wolseley] leave Cairo Her-Majesty's-Government think it desirable/ous
[that] you should/must receive(d) general instruction -s as to [the] course you are to
pursue in connection [with the] affairs [of] Sudan full-stop
The primary objective expedition up valley Nile is [to] bring away Gordon and Colonel
Stewart from Khartoum full-stop
When that object (has)-been secure(d) no further offensive operation -s any kind are to be
undertake -en full-stop
Although you [are] not preclude -ed from advance -ing as-far-as Khartoum comma
if/should [you] consider such [a] step essential [to] secure [the] safe retreat [of] Gordon
and Colonel Stewart comma you must bear in mind that Her-Majesty's-Government is
desirable/ous limit -ing [the] sphere [of] your military operation -s as-much-as possible
full-stop
They rely-on you therefore not [to] advance further southwards than is absolutely
necessary in order to attain the primary objective [of the] expedition full-stop
You will endeavour [to] place yourself in communicate/ion with Gordon and Colonel
Stewart as-soon-as-possible full-stop
Supreme political and civil/ian power will-be confer(red) upon you in respect [of the]
affairs [of the] Nile valley south [of] Aswan full-stop
Gordon and Colonel Stewart are place oed under your order(s) full-stop
In respect [of] all political matter(s) you will communicate/ion with Her-Majesty'sGovernment comma and receive(d) their orders through Baring [in] Cairo full-stop
You are aware [of the] policy [of] Her-Majesty's-Government that Egypt/ian rule within
Sudan must cease full-stop
It [is] desirable you should/must receive(d) general orders as to two point(s) which
necessarily arise in connected/ion with [the] method [of] carry/ing [this] policy into
execution full-stop
These are colon one the step(s) be take(n) to secure [the] safe retreat [of] Egypt/ian troops
and civil/ian employ -ee(s) semi-colon second -ly the policy to be adopt/ion -ed [in]
respect [of the] future government [of] Sudan and especially of Khartoum full-stop
The nee:otiation(s) with tribes for endeavour -ine: [tol secure [thel safe retreat [of the
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garrison(s) [at] Kassala comma may most conveniently be treat(ed) from Suakin and
Massawa full-stop
You need not therefore take(n) any step(s) in connection [with] this branch [of the] subject
full-stop
The position [of the] garrison(s) in Darfur comma Bahr-al-Ghazal and Equatoria provinces render -s it impossible [that] you should/must take(n) any action which would facilitate
their retreat without extend -ing [your] operation -s far beyond [the] sphere which HerMajesty's-Government is ready to sanction full-stop
As regards the Sennar garrison(s) comma Her-Majesty's-Government [is] not ready to
sanction [the] despatch of [an] expedition [of] British troops up [the] Blue Nile in order to
secure its retreat full-stop
From [the] last telegram -s receive(d) from General-Gordon comma there-(is) reason(able)
to hope he has already take(n) step(s) [to] withdraw [the] Egypt/ian part [of the] Sennar
garrison(s) full-stop
You will use your best endeavour to secure [the] safe retreat [of the] Egypt/ian troops
which constitute [the] garrison(s) [in] Khartoum comma and of such of civil/ian employees Khartoum comma with their family -s comma as may wish to return [to] Egypt/ian
full-stop
As regards the future government [of] Sudan comma and especially of Khartoum comma
Her-Majesty's-Government would (be) glad to establish a government at Khartoum
comma which so-far-as all matter(s) -s connected [with the] internal administration [of the]
country are concern -ed comma would (be) whole -Iy independent-(of) Egypt/ian fullstop
The Egypt/ian government would (be) ready to pay a reason(able) subsidy [to] any
chief(s) or number [of] chief(s) who would-(be) sufficient -Iy powerful to maintain
order(s) along [the] valley [of the] Nile from Wadi Haifa to Khartoum comma and who
would agree-(to) [the] following condition -s colon one to remain at peace with Egypt/ian
and to repress any raid(s) on Egypt/ian territory semi-colon two to encourage trade with
Egypt/ian semi-colon three to prevent and discourage by all possible means comma any
expedition for [the] sale and capture [of] slave -s full-stop
You [are] authorise(d) to conclude any arrangement(s) which fulfil these general condition
-s full-stop
You will of course bear in mind that any rule/r establish -ed south [of] Wadi Haifa willhave to rely sole -Iy on [his] own strength in order to maintain his position full-stop
Have already mention(ed) that under certain condition -s comma the Egypt/ian
government would-(be) ready to pay a moderate subsidy in order to secure tranquillity
and fair -Iy good government within [the] valley [of the] Nile full-stop
Beyond [the] adopt/ion [of] this measure neither Her-Majesty's-Government nor the
Egypt/ian government are ready to assume any responsible/bility whatsoever for [the]
overnment fof the] Nile valley south [0£1Wadi Haifa end(s) end(s

The decryption of Cypher 0 is a work in progress. To date, even with the
decoding of these long documents of varying operational significance, just
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---669 of the 9999 possible number/word
certainty.

There are, furthermore,

unbroken.
typical

fashion,

many

groups of numbers

leaders, presumably
north

very few extant documents

with

that remain

One such, sent by Wolseley on 19th October 1884, contains, in

Wolseley

remaining

units have been identified

down

English

words

en clair.

Many

of the

appear to be the names of tribes or tribal

on the projected routes via desert and river from the

to Khartoum.

These names appear to be indicated

by the

opening and closing 'markers' 8901 and 7897.
Oct 19//. No.6.
011770992028

figures to Gordon stop Message begins Are 8401 9199 1554 9389
3878 9702 him Issued proclamations to tribes to 1193 3169 6370 2142 63988401
stop He will probably succeed though many may 345631691120
stop Sheikh [8901 89199270
79107897]
with his tribe and half [8901 97827910
3332 6985 4571 77197897]
tribes are said to
Send following

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8901 6098 8521 2528 1276 78991 near there friendlv stov Please battalions

5093 2013

Another short unsolved message can also be found among the Kitchener
Papers at Kew.

I20th Sept.991225798669 2383 6125 2757 Wolseley I
And, in Khartoum,

there is one message from Gordon to the Mudir of

Dongola that had defied decryption even when the Cypher 0 books were on
hand because the anonymous

coding clerk in Colonel Stewart's secretariat

had blundered. 'It was easy to decipher Your Excellency's telegram No. 31 up
to the word North,' the Mudir's office telegraphed

back; 'as for the rest,

please have the text corrected so I can have it decoded.'

Wolseley reacted with dismay on learning that Gordon had sent his
codebook away with Stewart, noting in his diary 'that any man could have
been so idiotic is to me a puzzle'. In a desperate effort to pursue secure
16

communications,

he

hastily

improvised

a series

of alternative

and

increasingly convoluted ciphers. His piecede resistancewas a transposition
code. Wolseley presented Gordon with an equation, a2 x b2 + c; 'a' was the
number of guns in the Battery of Right Attack in the siege of Sebastopol
during the Crimean War, 'b' was the day of the month when Gordon was
born and' c' was the number of letters in the name of Gordon's commanding
general in Shanghai in 1862. The result of the equation (212 x 282 + 8) was
345,752, which was used in a repeated pattern to shift the letters of the
message 'along' the alphabet to their new positions.

The following is a

hypothetical illustration of the technique, as Wolseley's original message has
not survived.

0 U R F 0 R C E S L E A V E K 0 R T I S U N D A Y
3 4 5 7 5 2 3 4 5 7 5 2 3 4 5 7 5 2 3 4 5 7 5 2 3
R Y W M T T F I X S J c Y I P V W V L W Z U I C B

Few of Wolseley's last messages made it into Khartoum

- at least

before 14th

December, when Gordon made his last journal entry. That same day he also
wrote to a friend in England, predicting correctly that 'the game is up and we
may expect a catastrophe in the town, on or after 10 day's time'. 'This would
not have happened,' he noted, 'if our people had taken better precautions as

-

to informing us of their movement but this is "spilt milk" .'

Fergus Nicoll's The Mahdi of Sudan and the Death of
General Gordon (Sutton) was published

17

in paperback

in May

The Ottoman-Turkish Legacy
in the modern Republic of the Sudan
By John Alexander
The period 1823-1897 is usually called the 'Turkia'; but this is misleading, for the
Ottoman Empire had only nominal control of Egypt in this period and played no
part in Mohamed Ali Pasha's conquest of, or behaviour in, the middle Nile valley.
It also obscures the three hundred previous years when the empire ruled from
Istanbul substantial areas of the present republic of the Sudan and was a major
influence in the rest. It is that neglected legacy, the true 'Turkia', which is
considered here.

Two regions of the present republic were long within the empire. Suakin and the
nearby coast were held from 1523-1864 CE, while the 1st_3rdCataract stretch of
the Nile Valley was held from 1556-1823 CEo Since elaborately organised
military,

financial,

religious

and administrative

control

were maintained

throughout those periods and were very different from conditions in the
communities outside the empire, the legacy in the northern Sudan was very
different from that in the Fung and Fur Sultanates further south and west.

The first occupied and longest held was Suakin island and the coast near it.
Occupied in 1523 CE the port of Suakin was a base for the Ottoman fleet of
galleysoperatingagainstthe Portuguesewho were threateningthe Holy places in
Arabia and Egyptian trade with India and beyond. The occupation also gave
control of the trade routes to and from the recently establishedFung Sultanateat
Sennarand the pilgrim(Haj)routes to Arabia from West Africa.For the next three
hundredyears the wealthyand sophisticatedcommunityat Suakin,protectedby a
garrison of professional soldiers, and administered by officials from Egypt or
Arabiahad a stronginfluenceon the middleNile valley,especiallyon its religious
18
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development ( EI Zein). For a while in the later 16thcentury it was also a focus of
an ambitious Ottoman attempt to control north east Africa.

The second region lay between the 1stand 3'd Cataracts. Although the empire had
taken control of Lower Egypt in 1513 CE it was not until forty years later that it
established its direct control over the valley between Aswan and the present Wadi
HaIfa region (Holt 1967, Menage 1988). In the 1560s a new frontier Sanjak (a
subprovince of the Eyelat of Egypt) ofIbrim was set up with its headquarters at Al
Derr twenty kilometres north of Qasr Ibrim, an ancient near-impregnable fortress
which was repaired and given a garrison of regular soldiers and artillery. A
hegemony of some sort was probably developed over the Bum al Hajar, a long and
barren stretch of the 2nd Cataract. In the 1580s the frontier was advanced to
Hannek and the 3'd Cataract in Mahas and from then onwards formed part of the
Sanjak of Ibrim. The new frontier was protected by a new fortress on nearby Sai
Island where another old fortress was renovated and garrisoned. (Alexander 2000).

The decade 1580 - 90 CE was the turning - point in the whole three hundred years
for in it important decisions were taken in the Imperial divan in Istanbul. It began
by authorising the dual invasion of Habesh (the Christian empire of Abyssinia)
from the Sanjak of Suakin and the Fung Sultanate from the Sanjak of Ibrim (Fig
I). This was followed, as the invading armies progressed, by the establishment of
two new Eyelats (full provinces with subsidiary Sanjaks) of Habesh and Ibrim. If
successful these would have given the empire control of all northeast Africa and
inland to the Darb el Harb, the lands outside the Moslem states where slaving was
permitted. Both invasions failed; in Habesh the army from Suakin was destroyed
and in the Nile valley the army from Ibrim was halted in a battle at Hannek near
the 3'd cataract. In both regions the Eyelats were reduced to Sanjaks again within a
few months and the aggressive policy abandoned; for the next two hundred years
there was a stable frontier in the Nile valley in Mahas region and on the coast at
Suakin, and peace between the empire and the Fung Sultanate.
20

This peace ended the first period (1513-1586) of Ottoman influence in the middle
Nile valley. Between the Eyelat of Misr and the Fung there had been no common
frontier and from Suakin only camel-caravans and merchants crossed the deserts.
The value of the export trade through Suakin seems to have been considerable
and presumably included the gold, slaves, and aromatic gums traded later, while
weapons, perhaps including some firearms, and cloth may well have gone inland.
Only one traveller's account of a journey from Suakin to Sennar and then to Cairo
in the 1520s has survived in an unreliable form (Udal 1996). It was in the reign of
the first Fung Sultan and made much of the difficulties of the journey; at least two
small riverine chieftainates separated the Fung and the Ottomans and the desert
routes were preferred to the river. A contemporary account from the Emperor of
Abyssinia's court reported that Christians from the Fung Sultanate arrived there
seeking priests, and that in the Sultanate churches stil1 stood unrobbed. No
archaeological research has yet uncovered evidence of this period except at Qasr
Ibrim.

From 1586 began a 200 year-long period of peace in the middle Nile valley during
which direct Ottoman influence was at its strongest. The empire now included all
of the Nile valley as far south as the 3rd Cataract and controlled the boat and
camel-caravan access routes to the Fung Sultanate. The Sanjak of Ibrim now
stretched 600 kms from Aswan to Hannek and stil1had its headquarters at Al Derr.
The civil administration was conducted by its Sanjak-bey and his assistants
(Kachefs) who were primarily tax-collectors stationed at intervals through the
Sanjak; the excavation of one of their castle-houses has recently been published
(Adams and Adams 1996). There is no record of military fiefs (timars) being
granted to mamluks or others as they were in the rest of Egypt. Sha'ria law courts
were established (many legal documents were found at Qasr Ibrim (Menage
1996)), and the Nubian-speaking farming population was heavily taxed. Military
installations were not controlled by the Sanjak-bey and were administered, paid
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and reinforced directly from Cairo. The two main fortresses Qasr Ibrim and Qalat
Sai (at the 3'd Cataract) were garrisoned by regular army detachments from Lower
Egypt. Qalat Sai, close to the frontier, is the most important Ottoman monument
surviving in the modern republic.

Its fortifications survive largely intact, as do

parts of its interior, while documents in Cairo and Qasr Ibrim give many details
about it. Its garrison of regular soldiers varied

- if the Cairo military

archives are

-

accurate between 75 and 500, presumably depending on the situation beyond the
frontier and were sent directly from Lower Egypt via Qasr Ibrim. Qalat Sai, built
of mud brick and less strong than Qasr Ibrim, was given additions similar to those
at Ibrim; artillery bastions at its corners and an external barbican pierced for
muskets and a defended watergate. (Alexander 1995). In the interior was a large
Friday mosque and many houses for garrison families; only a few of these survive
but they, as at Qasr Ibrim, covered most of the interior. The soldiers were paid
until the late ISth century and the fortress was lived in until the ISS0s; local
families still claim to be descendents of the garrison and are now integrated into
the Nubian-speaking communities.

The fortress did not develop into a town and like Qasr Ibrim seems to have had no
suq (market), khan (caravanserai) or hamams (bath houses); some houses had two
storey towers but the most distinctive features were mud-brick stairways up to the
roofs, like those at Suakin, which were absent at Ibrim. It is unfortunate that most
of the villages in the Sanjak were flooded by Late Nasser without being
investigated but one, Kulubnarti, was excavated (Adams and Adams 1996). It was
shown to have been a community of great poverty, more so than before the 16th
century, its houses of simple mudbrick and stone construction. There was only one
large well- built house, a 'Tower House' inhabited in the 19th Century by a
Kachef; houses of this type are found south of the frontier but are scattered
through the Sanjak. Subsistence agriculture was based on Nile floods and sagias.
Throughout two hundred years the Sanjak received administrators, soldiers and
Ulema from elsewhere in the empire.

The Sanjak of Ibrim seems to have had
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influence between the 3'd and 4th cataracts but little trade with further south,
merchant caravans from Egypt preferring the desert routes east and west of the
river. Whilst little archaeological research here has yet been carried out there are
increasingly reliable reports crom travellers such as Evliya Celebi in the 17thand
Poncet, Korn, Bruce and Brown in the 18thcenturies (Udal 1996). Burckhardt in
1813 confirmed the anarchy which had developed after the severing of the Sanjak
ofIbrim's connections with Egypt by the French invasion.

The island town ofSuakin administered crom Jeddah and the Eyelat of Arabia, had
little control away crom the immediate coast although its merchants, which
included some crom the West Indian coast communities, travelled and traded
profitably to Sennar, Berber and Shendi. Iron-work in the palace at Sennar was
said to have come crom India via Suakin and gold, slaves, gum and horses were
exported.

South of the imperial crontier events between 1590 and 1800 took a very different
course in the two sultanates, the Fung and the Fur. The Fung maintained close
links with Suakin and it was crom here that military, religious and commercial
innovations reached and changed the Sultanate. An export trade in gold (gold dust
remained the only currency), aromatic gums and slaves brought wealth to the
sultans and were used to support an administration and army based on villages of
slave-soldiers recruited by force crom among pagan neighbours and converted to
Islam. These distantly resembled and may have been inspired by the Ottoman
janissary system.

These soldiers, well-armed and well-mounted, were used to

insure the regular arrival of tribute in kind crom a series of semi-independent
provinces in the sahel and savannas where local magnates, either Arab or Fung,
were vice-roys (mangil). Slave raiding took place among non-muslim neighbours
and the Sultans increasingly turned their attention to controlling this trade and the
lucrative gum forests of Kordofan which brought them into conflict in the 18th
century with the Fur Sultans. Whilst north of the Blue-White Nile junction, which
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was under Abdalab Arab mangUs, the architecture and ways of life differed little
from Oongola and Mahas, further south they did. In the capital only the palace,
with its great tower and rectangularity, and some merchants' houses showed
influence via Suakin from afar. The majority of the houses were of timber, round
in plan and gabled. The inhabitants were darker-skinned, less clothed and nonArabic speaking.

More profoundly influential over time were the succession of learned Ulema,
Islamic reformers of often Shi'a persuasion, who following the Haj pilgrim route
back through Suakin, were welcomed by the Sultans and encouraged to set up
khawalas and rabats.

Especially successful among the Nile valley cultivators,

their sanctity and their schools gave rise under their disciples to shrines and long
enduring religious sects. In the late 18thand early 19thcenturies these khawalas
spread westward and became important in Kordofan and Oar Fur. (El Zein 2004).

The other sub-Saharan sultanate within the territory of the present Republic of the
Sudan was in Oar Fur near the Chad watershed. Here in the 1580 -1798 period
there were the successive dynasties of the Tunjur and Kaya-Fur. The Tunjur seems
to have a multi-ethnic state ruled by a Moslem elite from the Arabic-speaking
population of pastoralists in the sahel. It was replaced by a more southern Furspeaking dynasty under whom Islam spread and founders of khawalas and rabats
from both the east and the west were welcomed. The Sultanate was in touch with
the distant Ottoman empire only by the long '40 day' route through the Sahara to
Egypt, or the even longer pilgrim route through Oar Fung to Suakin and the Hejaz.
Whilst preliminary archaeological research shows substantial villages of round
houses in Jebel Mara and Jebel Si, no large urban sites are known and there was
only a peripatetic capital.

The Ottoman Empire's legacy inside its 16th_18th

century frontiers in the Middle Nile basin was so different from that outside it that
even when the whole region was conquered by Mohamed Ali Pasha, the difference
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between them still remained. South of the Sudd there seems to have been no
influence at all before the 1840s and the penetration of the Sudd.

General conclusions
Whilst the major patterns of subsistence and settlement will always have
been dictated by climate changes, in four of the last five hundred years cultural
changes in most of the present Republic came from, and were controlled by, the
Ottoman Empire. Decisions made in Istanbul profoundly affected developments
in the Middle Nile Basin especially in the late 17thcentury C.E. The decade 158090 saw the Imperial Diwan take the most important decisions of all, first the
attempted conquest ofHabesh and Fungistan and, when it failed, the abandonment
of all expansionist plans in northeast Africa. The retention within the Ottoman
Empire of northern and eastern regions of the present Republic for over 200 years
of peaceful co-existence resulted in the development of considerable differences
between them and the Fung State, and other areas south of the frontier.
The riverain communities north of the 3'd Cataract frontier were absorbed into the
provincial life of Egypt and the Empire. Under the administration of officials,
both civil and religious, and the protection of garrisons despatched and paid from
Egypt, their connections were northwards and although heavily taxed they
remained Nubian-speaking and adherent to the Sunni-Maliki tradition.

On the Red Sea coast Suakin and its immediate hinterland also remained part of
the Empire and carne to be administered and supplied from the Hejaz, retaining
both its seaborne and its inland caravan trade. It was a typical urban commercial
and Haj-pilgrimage entrepot. Away from the coast and the river valley the Arabicand Beja-speaking pastoralists, restrained from raiding by the superior weaponry
of the garrisons were little affected by the Empire but controlled the trade routes to
and from both the Fung and Fur Sultanates.
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The janissary garrisons in the Nile valley south of Aswan acquired land and
wealth in the 18thcentury and were paid from Cairo until the French invasion of
1798 when the links with Lower Egypt were broken. There was no similar break
on the Red Sea coast; Suakin maintained its links with both the Hejaz and the
Fung throughout the period and through the 19thcentury.

Beyond the Ottoman southern frontier the Fung sultanate was really maintained in
independence by its powerful neighbour and developed quite differently although
its connections with the rest of the Islamic world were controlled by the Empire.
It became a sub-Saharan state in the eastern savannahs, content to control its
outlying provinces
viceroys

- once

it realised it could not expand northwards

- by local

- who ensuredthe sources of gold, aromaticgums and slaveswith which

it traded mainly through Suakin. It developed no coinage, and no state archives
have survived. The search for gum forests and for slaves amongst pagan tribes
took it westwards beyond the White Nile into Kordofan where it clashed with the
Fur sultanate. It seems to have made no attempt to penetrate the marshes to the
south, which were only crossed in the mid 19thcentury.

Except for its Dongola province between the 3'd

and 4th Cataracts, Fung

connections with Egypt seem to have been restricted to a few caravans a year and
conducted through desert routes east and west of the Nile rather than through the
river valley. After the successful revolt, in the Shendi region, of the Shaigia in the
1620s the connections were even more restricted. Its main trading and pilgrimage
axis was northeast to Suakin and most of its imports, both objects and ideas,
reached it by those routes.

Particularly important were the religious reformers

who came from Hejaz, Yemen and the Persian Gulf bringing Shiite versions of
Islam and the setting up of khawalas in the Nile Valley and beyond.

It seems

likely that this isolation and religious difference contributed to the Mahdia, the
fierce reaction against Egyptian conquest in the 19thcentury.
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While having many similarities with the Fung state, Dar Fur was even more
insulated from outside influences except west and east along the savannahs / sahel.
Like Dar Fung it was only partly controlled by Arabic speaking pastoralists; its
main component was its sedentary Fur-speaking but Moslem cultivators.

The invasion of the Nile valley south of Aswan by Mohamed Ali Pasha's army in
1823 reoccupied the old Sanjak of Ibrim without resistance, ignoring the
descendants of its long-unpaid garrisons at Ibrim and Sai who had become local
landowning elites, and replacing the descendants of the Sanjak's last, preNapoleonic administrators at AI Derr and elsewhere.

It advanced to Sennar

defeating Shaigia and other communities and receiving the submission of the last
Fung Sultan. It also advanced westward through Kordofan. Egypt, in practice
quite independent of the Empire, in the 1860s acquired control of Suakin and the
Red Sea coast. The new Egypt was an empire reaching across the Sahara and
attempting to assimilate two vast and very different environmental geographical
zones inhabited by many different peoples. It acknowledged the titular headship
of the Sultan in Istanbul but pursued its own policies which came to include, after
the penetration of the Sudd, an attempt to conquer the east African interior and
coast. The new empire treated the newly acquired territories not as sanjaks and
eyelats of the Ottoman Empire but as dominions of Egypt.

In the territories of the present Republic of the Sudan, Egypt faced its first
.

challengein amalgamatingthe two regionswhich, it has been shown above,had of
very different histories behind them. In the old Sanjaks of Ibrim and Habesh it
had few problems but further south its administration had continual problems in
controlling local dissatisfaction, resulting finally in the Mahdist rebellion which
received little support in the north; for example the inhabitants of Sai fled to Egypt
led by their Iman. Analogies exist with earlier attempts at trans-Saharan empires
in north-west Africa.
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The effect of the long peace between Ottoman and Fung Sultanates played a
considerable part in the failure of the Egyptian attempt to create a trans-Saharan
empire. By abandoning any move south of the 3'd cataract in the 1590s it refused
to involve itself in the problems of a trans-Saharan empire and concerned itself
with Asiatic and European problems.
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Khartoum

- Capital of Culture

Year 2005

By Peter Woodward

The year 2005 started with a bang for Sudan with the signing of the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) in January, though fighting still
flared in Darfur. It was also designated as 'Khartoum- Capital of Arab
Culture 2005', a title that moves around the Arab world on an annual
basis. Whether by accident or design my original invitation had omitted
the word 'Arab', and the series of events in which I participated mainly
involved Sudanese, though with a British connection. (I understand that
various other countries are sending delegations that are likely to be more
reflective of their indigenous cultures, and that they appear to be mainly
from the Arab world as far as I could gather.)

The distinctive feature of the delegation trom Britain that visited in April,
organised by the Sudan National Council and under the leadership of
Sheikh Dr Ibrahim EI Tayeb EI Rayah, was that it consisted largely of
Sudanese who for various reasons had been at least partly based in Britain
for many years, and for whom this was a sometimes quite emotional
return. Prominent amongst these was SSSUK's President, Tayeb Saleh,
who in addition to his fiction writing has long made clear his scorn for
Sudan's recent rulers and had not been in the country for 18 years. From
the moment we stepped off the plane Tayeb Saleh was the number one
target for the media, and the lobby of the Palace Hotel in Bahri (formerly
the Friendship Palace) was rarely without an interviewer hunting for him.
Close behind in demand was one of their own, the veteran Sudanese
journalist Mohammed Hassan Ahmed, for whom the trip included a
return session at A/-Rai a/-Ammo Also in the party were the leading artists
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Ibrahim al-Salahy and Osman Wagie Allah and various displays were
staged around the city. In order to show that it was not an all-Arab event
Joseph Lagu and Bona Malwal were also present. Representing the
khowajahs

- effectively

a backing group for the stars

- were: Ahmed

al-

Shahi, now able to see in power the Shaigiya of his anthropological
studies; Herman Bell, who has been adopted as their champion by the
Nubians; and myself decked out metaphorically in the union flag of
Gordon and Kitchener.

The welcome was quite overwhelming, and not at all like the generally
staid academic gatherings to which I am more accustomed. Events were
packed to hear the prominent home comers, and large scale receptions
and festivities were held at various places ITomthe formal opening at the
Friendship Palace in Khartoum to Ahfad University and the Abdel Karim
Mirghani Centre in Omdurman. The government also turned out a strong
team, ITomthe Minister of Culture, the formal host, to Vice- President Ali
Osman Taha and Foreign Minister Mustafa Ahmed Ismail. Exchanges
were always relaxed and friendly, but points were also made. Tayeb
Saleh was asked repeatedly about a piece he once wrote after being taken
from Khartoum airport in a battered old taxi, and on asking the driver
how things were in the country being told that they were much like his
taxi. After repeated calls for an updating, Tayeb Saleh's judgement was
that he now travelled in a Mercedes, but the people still seemed to be in
old taxis. I was asked to talk about Sudanese-British relations down the
years and considered whether Rudyard Kipling and Samuel Huntington
were right and 'ne'er the twain will meet', or former prime minister
Mohamed Ahmed Mahgoub who concluded during an address on this
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theme in Wodd War II, 'The twain shall meet... The black and white shall
successfully combine as they did in Buchanan's whisky'?(

My concluding hope is that next year will be Khartoum

- Capital

of

African Culture 2006. I suspect that, if not, an event of that kind may be
in Juba or Rumbek in 2011.

I Mohamed Ahmed Mahgoub, 'The Possibility of Fusion Between Eastern and Western Culture', in
Donald Hawley (ed), Khartoum Perspectives:a collection of lecturesgiven at the Sudan Cultural
Centre Khartoum in the 1940s and 1950s, Norwich, Michael Russell Pub. for the Abdel Karim
Mirghani Centre, 2001, p.40.
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Ohituary
Dr Kunijwok

Gwado

Ayokcr

Kwawang,

1943-2005

Kunijwok Gwado, of the Shilluk Kwawang clan, was born on 14thAugust
1943 at Nyibodo on the north bank of the White Nile, a little west of
Tonga and close to the Shilluk border with Western Nuer District. His
father, Gwado, a school teacher, was one of the first generation of
talented Shilluk from 1924 (the tieng gwet) to attend a missionary school
of the Verona Fathers. They would be succeeded by the Anglo-Dutch
Mill Hill Fathers in the wake of Mussolini's invasion of Abyssinia and
the outbreak of the Second World War, leading to a hiccough in the
Upper Nile educational system until 1947.

Ten years later with the independence government take-over of
missionaryschools (and, in 1964-65,the closure of schoolingdue to the
civil war), Kunijwok, now aged 11, went for secondary education in
Uganda. He gained a place at Khartoum University in July 1970.
Studying in the Department of Political Science, he graduated in 1975
with a First and joined the Departmentas a Teaching Assistant, before
gaining an M.Sc. from Manchester University in 1978, and being
awarded a D.Phil. at Wolfson College, Oxford, for his thesis on
'Government and Community in a Modem State: a Case Study of the
Shilluk and Their Neighbours', in 1982. He returned to Khartoum
Universityas a Lecturerin PoliticalScience.
Walter Kunijwok's dedication to scholarship was matched by a willing
acceptance of increasing responsibility among his Southern Sudanese
contemporaries at a time of political turbulence in the Sudan. Having
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been elected President of the Southern Sudanese Student Union

in

Uganda, he became President of the African National Front at Khartoum
University in 1972-73 and, following the March-April insurrection of
1985, Chairman of the Sudan African Congress (SAC).

He was by that time in his early forties, and his increasing political
authority received national recognition when he was invited to join Sayed
Sadiq el Mahdi's coalition cabinet as Minister of Labour, in 1986, in
which role he would accompany Sayed Sadiq on his visit to London for
talks with the British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. A democratic
Sudan had a political leader ITomthe southern provinces, rapidly gaining
in experience and reputation. He judged Condominium rule to have been
essentially an interim regime, caretaker and guardian of the territories and
people of the Sudan, and he had become rapidly frustrated by the
repression of the South by successor governments. In his thesis he wrote
"As all Southern elites know, the real colonialism began in Shilluk land
with the coming of so-called independence".

When the SAC felt obliged to withdraw ITom Sadiq's coalition, Walter
Kunijwok resigned his cabinet seat, and actively promoted the formation
of the Union of Sudan African Parties, with some Northern participation.
In 1989 the coup d'etat instigated by the National Islamic Front (NIF)
effected a rough suppression of democracy and Kunijwok personally was
obliged to seek asylum, in Birmingham. He would devote his new life to
succouring and encouraging his fellow exiles in Britain, being elected
Chairman of the Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation Association in the UK
in 1990. His family bravely adjusted to the privations
circumstances.
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of new

Eventually, despite all the inevitable hardships which separation entailed,
he found a worthwhile vocation as research secretary of the All African
Council of Churches in Nairobi, only suddenly to die in April of this year
at the young age of 62.

Our deep sympathy goes to his widow, Nyareth Maria, his three sons and
two daughters. Walter Kunijwok contributed to conflict resolution
conferences worldwide, and his wise counsel will be sadly missed over
the coming five years of sensitive political discussions in the run-up to
the referendum on the future of the Southern Sudan.

John Udal
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Richard Gray was among the leading historians of Aftica of his
generation; one of the pioneering group whose devotion helped to
establish Aftican history as a subject in the United Kingdom. While his
work ranged across the continent, and dealt with a variety of subjects,
Professor Gray was perhaps best known for his work on Sudan, and
throughout his life he maintained a close professional and personal
interest in Sudan. Those, like myself, who had the pleasure of being
taught by him as undergraduates will always remember

the rare

combination of wisdom and gentility which he brought to the classroom;
colleagues and postgraduates will remember his devotion to his subject,
his unfailingly encouraging attitude and the great generosity of spirit
which he consistently displayed in dealings with other academics. All
who knew him will applaud the obituary in The Independent which noted
'his singular quality of gentleness and charm'.
Richard Gray graduated ftom Cambridge before beginning, in 1951, the
postgraduate study at SOAS which led to his doctoral thesis, and which
formed the basis of his pioneering published history of southern Sudan in
the nineteenth century. In the mid-1950s he worked for two years on a
history of race relations in the British territories of central Africa; his part
of the work was published as The Two Nations in 1960. From this work
he returned to Sudan, combining an academic post at Khartoum with
research in the Vatican Archives; in 1961 he moved back to the United
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Kingdom, and to SOAS, where he remained for the rest of his
professional life.
From the later 1950s, Richard Gray had been increasingly interested in
the use of missionary archives as a source for African history, and in the
history of the church in Africa. His work on Black Christians and White
Missionaries was one consequence of this, but he also played an
inspirational role for others in the field

- a role best evidenced in the

edited collection on Christianity in Independent Africa. His conversion
to Catholicism in 1955 may have encouraged his particular interest in
sources in the Vatican archive and in the archives of Catholic mission
orders. In 1957 he married Gabriella Cattaneo; his marriage and family
were of immense importance to him, and

ensured his lasting

involvement with Italy, and Italian sources on African history.

Professor Gray gave willingly of his time in support of African studies.
An active member of the Sudan Studies Society of the UK, he was also at
different times Chainnan of the Africa Centre in Covent Garden and of
the Britain-Zimbabwe Society, and was for many years a member of the
governing council of the British Institute in Eastern Africa. To borrow
again the words of The Independent's obituarist, Richard Gray was 'a true
example of what a university teacher should be'.
Justin Willis
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1st NOTICE OF THE 20thANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE
SUDAN STUDIES SOCIETY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
(SSSUK 20thAGM)
Khalili Lecture Theatre
SOAS, University of London
Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WC 1H OXG
(Nearest Tube: Russell Square - Piccadilly Line)
Saturday 9thSeptember 2006
Hereby notice is given that the 20thAnnual General Meeting (AGM) of
the Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom (SSSUK) will take
place on Saturday the 9thof September 2006 in conjunction with the
SSSUK annual symposium.
The annual SSSUK AGM and Symposium normally take place between
09:30 and 16:30.
The AGM will be scheduled between 11:30 and 15:00.
The exact time will be circulated later.
All proposals for constitutional amendments and/or SSSUK executive
committee nominations should reach SSSUK Secretary by Saturday 12th
August 2006.

SSSUK Committee
All correspondence concerning the 20thAGM should be addressed to
SSSUK Secretary at:
Zaki EI Hassan
SSSUK Secretary
Flat 2/2
56 Ashley Stred
Glasgow G3 6HW
UK
Email: secretarv(a)sssuk.org
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Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom
Minutes of the 18thAnnual General Meetingl
SOAS,Universityof London,25thSeptember2004
Ms Gill Lusk called the meeting to order at 11:40 and welcomed members to
the 18thAnnual General Meeting ofthe Sudan Studies Society of the United
Kingdom.
1. Apologies
Apologies were received from: Dr Anisa Dani, Sir A. D. Dodds-Parker, Dr
Nadir Elgadi, Ms Sarah Errington, Miss Joan Hall, Mr Norman Jackson, Dr
David Lindley, Dr W. T. W. Morgan, Miss Hazel Oberst, Mr Arthur
Staniforth and Mr John Udal.
2. Minutes of the 17th AGM of 27 September 2003
The minutes were approved as an accurate record of the 17thAGM of2ih
September 2003.

3. Matters arising from the 1ih AGM

Special Event to Honour the Memorv ofMr Robin Hodgkin:
Dr Abdelsalam Sidahmed reported that he had discussed the matter with Dr
Elizabeth Hodgkin but there were no more developments. He proposed the
possibility of a special issue of Sudan Studies to honour the memory of Mr
Hodgkin.

4. Chairperson's
Report
SSSUK Chairperson Ms Gill Lusk said she was sorry to have to inform the
meeting of the passing away ofLt Col W.B.E. Brown. She gave the audience
a brief history of Co I Brown's service with the Sudan Defence Force, which
was kindly provided by Mr John Udal.
She also reported that the committee had held its two statuary meetings.
She also informed the AGM that the committee had decided to co-opt Dr
Douglas Johnson.
The chairperson informed the AGM that the previous year had been quiet
compared with 2003 as SSSUK needed to deal with the organisation of the
61hInternational Conference.
Ms Lusk thanked the members for the support they had provided and for
enabling her to carry out her duties as chairperson and wished her successor
the best ofluck in her future as chairperson ofSSSUK.
1 Minutes were adopted by the 19th SSSUK AGM held on 24'h September 2005 as an accurate record of the ISth
AGM of the Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom (SSSUK)
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5. Secretary's Report
SSSUK Secretary informed the AGM that the work on the website was now
complete and the site would be used to promote the work of SSSUK and to
provide members with a depository for SSSUK-related information. He
made it clear this was in no way an indication that SSSUK communications
would be electronic rather than paper-based. Members would continue to
receive mailings from SSSUK as usual and all information about events such
as the AGM and the annual symposium would be mailed as hard copies.
The secretary informed the meeting that membership numbers were static
and requested that the issue of membership be discussed under agenda item
9.
6. Treasurer's Report
The Treasurer, Dr David Lindley, asked the Secretary to convey his
apologies for not being able to attend the meeting and to present the financial
report.
The Secretary apologised on Dr Lindley's behalffor the fact that our
Accountant Mr Inglis had not yet audited the accounts. Unfortunately he had
recently suffered from a detached retina and had been unable to attend to our
accounts. He would do so as soon as he is well enough and an audited set
would be presented to our Committee and the membership (audited and
signed copy of the accounts was published as part of Sudan Studies in
December 2004).
There was a balance £5,977.61 at 31-Dec-03 giving a deficit for the year of
£3,515.43. Two main items contributed to this deficit. First, the very
generous donation of £6,602.27 from the Anglo-Sudanese Association was
shared with the Sudan Archive at Durham University and second, we
provided support for students to visit and present papers to the 6th
International Conference in Washington last year.
The current balances on 25thAugust were Current £957.90 and Reserve
£5,434.93 making a total of £6,392.83.
The Gift Aid Scheme had been well supported by members and to date about
55 members had signed up to support the scheme. We hoped to benefit by a
payment from the Tax Office in the coming months.
7. Editor's Report
Sudan Studies Editor Dr Justin Willis reported on the activities for the year.
He informed the AGM that the main obstacle to producing the publication
regularly was lack of copy. He explained that for some years now the
production had started to follow a cycle where articles were generated by his
addressing the AGM, then the well dried up again. He appealed to members
to contribute to the publication, reminding them that their efforts and
contributions were the only way to keep the bulletin appearing regularly.
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Members enquired about the possibility of publishing some of the papers
from the 6thInternational Sudan Studies Conference. Dr Willis explained
that copyright issues were delaying the process.
8. Future SSSUK AGM and Symposium: Costs and Options
The Secretary highlighted the increased costs of organising the AGM and
Symposium due to the charges imposed by SOAS. He also gave details of
the efforts of the Committee to find a suitable alternative venue.
Unfortunately, with all bodies now charging for their halls, the decision had
been made to continue to use the facilities at SOAS, especially given the fact
that SSSUK was charged the academic rate, which is comparable to the rates
charged at other venues such as Friends' House and the London Voluntary
Sector Resource Centre.
He informed the meeting that the fees for the Symposium needed to be
increased and the SSSUK Committee would study the matter further.
There was a proposal to increase the annual subscription rate but this was not
considered appropriate, as it would increase the membership costs for
members who for different reasons could not attend the annual symposium.
It was also pointed out that the meeting was already being subsidised by
subscriptions.
9. SSSUK Subscription Policy
The Secretary informed the AGM of a proposal from the SSSUK Committee
to streamline membership. The main proposals were:
* Subscription fees for existing members to become due on the 30thof
January of each year.
* New members joining in the second half of the year to enjoy an effective
151year membership of 13-18 Months. This onlv applied to new members
and not to old members reioining the society after a lapse in their
subscription payments.
* New members who joined during the period January-June are to be
treated as existing members.
* Any member who does not pay hislher subscription for two consecutive
years to have their membership terminated and their details removed from
SSSUK database.
* A finalreminderto be sent to the memberbeforeremoval trom the
database.
* Any member who did not pay hislher subscription for the current year by
the time of the AGM would not receive new issues of Sudan Studies.
The proposed policy was accepted unanimously (subsequently published in
Sudan Studies 32).
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IO.Elections to the Committee
Dr Anisa Dani was elected as SSSUK Chair
Dr Douglas Johnson was elected as Vice-Chair
Dr David Lindley was elected as treasurer for a new term
The following were elected as Ordinary Members:
Dr John Alexander
Mr Philip Bowcock
Prof Richard Gray
Miss Joan Hall CBE
Mrs Jane R. Hogan
Mr John 0 Udal JP MA
Dr M EI-Agab proposed the appointment ofPatron(s) for SSSUK. It was
agreed that the Committee would discuss the matter and report back to a
future AGM.
11. A. O. B.
The Secretary appealed to those present to help with the recruitment of new
members.
The 18thAGM was brought to a close at I2:20pm.
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TREASURER'S REPORT,2005
This is the text of the report made to the SSSUK 19thAGM on Saturday 24th
September 2005 by the Treasurer, David Lindley
I.

The main purpose of my report is to present the Accounts for 2004.
I also have to report that the accounts for 2002 and 2003 were finally
audited and signed in November 2004 and published in Sudan Studies 32 in
December 2004.

2.

Highlights for 2004
Balance at 31-Dec-04 was £5580.31 producing a deficit for the year of
£397.30.
The membership dues of £1485 were the highest figure over the past 4
years. I would like to pay tribute to our very efficient Hon. Sec. over his
efforts at keeping the membership records up to date and reminding
members when to pay.
A very major difference arises in 2004 over the costs of this
AGM/Symposium. You will note that the costs have doubled since 2003.
We now have to pay nearly £800 for the room hire, and provision of hot
water. I shall mention this problem again.

3.

4.

Current balances on 31 August 2005 are:
Reserve Account

£4593.79

Current Account

£1456.52

Total

£6050.31.

We hope to receive about £600 through the Gift Aid Scheme for claiming
back tax paid on charitable donations. Thanks to all members who have
completed a Gift Aid form.
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5.

One of our aims is to provide a modest amount of support for postgraduate
students presenting papers at the tri annual International Sudan Studies
Conferences. We have been able to provide a total of £ 1000 support for up
to 5 students. In the past we have always been able to accumulate this sum
over a 3-year cycle. With the greatly increased costs of the Symposium this
may be difficult. We need to find solutions. Long standing members will
remember in the early days of SSSUK there were no in-house lunch
facilities. We all had to go out. This is one option. We need to explore
other options. I think that we can continue as we are for at least one more
year.

6.
David Lindley
3/9/05
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SUDAN STUDIES SOCIETY OF THE UK
2004

2003

INCOME
Membership dues 2004

1372.06

1,187.96

Back Membership dues

26.00

63.00

Future Membership dues

87.17

60.00

Sale of Publications & CDs

180.06

394.00

Interest on Bank accounts
Donations

72.49
20.00

21.86
1,000.00

£

2003 AGMlSymposium
2004 AGMlSymposium

Accounts 1 January -31 December 2004

464.00
666.25

2004
133.42

135.55

Secretarial expenses
Sundry charges

320.01
5.00

165.23

Committee Travel

59.40

56.00

Repayment of fees ate
Donation to Durham Univ

48.00

67.00
3301.14

£

2003 AGMlSymposium

748.37
1,593.00

2005 AGMlSymposium

287.50

Support International conference

375.00

1992.75

-397.30

-3275.22

2,424.03

3190.82

3190.82

,

have examined the accounting records kept in
relation to the above period and certify that this

1(ii:!':=m..........

E. J. M.Inghs., F. .C.A

.

..
..

2004 AGMlSymposium

Surplus/deficit for year
2,424.03

2003

EXPENDITURE
Printing
Reprints

Assets
Bank balance on 1.1.04

5977.61

Bankbalanceon29-De0-04

5580.31 5977.61

D. K Lindley

bK

Hon.Treasurer
03109 2005

.

9252.83

Infonnation for SSSUK Members and Other Conference
Participants From the UK
ih International Sudan Studies Conference
www.sudan2006.org
SSSUK will be providing registration services for the 7111
International Sudan
Studies Conference for both SSSUK members and other participants from the
UK who wish to do so. Registration form and additional information will be
available at our website (www.sssuk.org) and www.sudan2006.org.
The conference will take place in the Faculty of Law, University of Bergen,
which is close to most of the city main attractions.
For more information please visit the conference website www.sudan2006.org
and especially the section on "Practical Information".

Conference Registration:
Advance Registration

(Until Fridav 10 March 2006):

SSSUK/SSA Members and Students: £25
Others: £40
Please note that additional banquette tickets are charged at
£17/ticket. The registration fees include 1 free banquette
ticket.
Please note that authors (or at least one author if there are
more than one) must register by 24111
February 2006
otherwise the papers will not be included in the final
programme.
Late Registration:
All registrations after Friday 10 March 2006 should be made
directly with the conference organisers in Bergen
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All late registrations are charged at Euro 90 / £60 / $100
Registration fees also covers the conference banquette on Friday ih April 2006
and two lunches served at the Faculty of Law cafeteria.
All those who want to book accommodation at the special conference rates at
Hotel Terminus must finalise and pay for their registration before or on 24th
February 2006, the deadline for accommodation booking, as no reservation
could be made without confirmed registration.

Accommodation:
There is a wide selection of hotels in the centre of Bergen.

Hotel Terminus
Arrangements have been made with Hotel Terminus (www.grand-hotelterminus.no) that can offer up to 120 rooms at special rates ofNOK720
for single rooms and NOK920 for double rooms.
In order to benefit trom the special rates, all bookings for Hotel Terminus
must be made no later than 24thFebruary 2006 through the conference
coordinator Ms Marianne Bee:
Ms Marianne Bee, 8MI, University of Bergen, PO Box 7800, Bergen,
Norway, Phone: 004755583149,

Fax: 00 47 55 58 98 91,

marianne. boe@sudan2006.org
Booking for accommodation at Hotel Terminus at the special rates must
be made at the time of registration -and no later than 24 February 2006and only those with confirmed paid registration can reserve a room at the
special rates.

Marken Guest House
(Pleasenote that all rates quotedare the currentseasonalrates for April
and may changeat anytime.Pleaseconfirmwith the hotel at the time of
booking.)
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A budget accommodation alternative is Marken Guest House.
This budget guesthouse offers budget accommodation at NOK 260 per
bed in double rooms, and NOK200 per bed in four-bed rooms, for up to
50 guests. Both double rooms and treble rooms could be rented as single
rooms at NOK355 and NOK495 respectively.
Not all rooms have private facilities and there are shared bathrooms along
the corridors.
Bed linen is charged at NOK55 and towels are available at NOK IO.
Breakfast could be arranged with prices starting at NOK55.
The guest house provides basic and clean facilities at a low price.
You will need to contact Marken Guest House directly to book your

room:
Marken Gjestehus, Kong Oscarsgt. 45, 5017 Bergen, Norway
Tel: 47 55 31 4404, Fax: 47 55 31 6022, post@marken-giestehus.com,
http://www.marken-gjestehus.comlengfHomepg.aspx
Additional budget accommodation can be offered upon demand.
The city centre of Bergen is relatively small and directions are easy to figure
out, so there will be no need for organized transportation between the hotels and
the conference area.

Dining Arrangements
A lunch buffet will be provided by the University Catering Service, and served
in the cafeteria of the Faculty of Law. A plenary dinner banquet will be held on
7 April 2006 probably at The Grand Hotel Terminus.
There are a number of good quality restaurants in the city centre.
In addition, there is a wide selection of smaller restaurants and cafes within a
few minutes walk trom the hotels where the participants will be located.
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7th International

Sudan Studies Conference

6-8 April 2006, Bergen, Norway
Practical Information
Bergen is arguably one of the world's most beautiful cities with distinguished
architecture, fascinating history and cosmopolitan vibrancy. Bergen and
Stavanger serve as gateway to the south-western fjords.
Visitor

Information

The Bergen Tourist Office, Vagsallmenningen 1, Tel: 55-55-20-00; web:
(www.bergen-travel.com) is open Monday-Saturday 9am -4pm during
the period October to April. The tourist office can also help you find a
place to stay as well as buying tickets for city sightseeing or for tours of
the fjords.
There are other websites rich with information that you can use to prepare
your trip especially if you are combining the conference with a vacation.
Visit Bergen (www.visitbergen.com) and Bergen Guide (www.bergenguide.com)
are
two
useful
stops
on
the
net.
Unfortunately it is hard to find a tourist guidebook fully dedicated to
Bergen, but most major guide publishers have guidebooks dedicated to
Norway with extensive coverage of Bergen. Both the Lonely Planet
(ISBN: 1-74059-520-3) and Frommer's (ISBN: 0-7645-7826-X)
produced new editions of their Norway guides in 2005.

Time
Norway operates on Central European Time. This is 1 hour ahead of
London,6 hours ahead of New York, and I hour behind Cairo. Summer
time is in effect from the end of March until around the end of
September.Please take account of this if you are travelling trom an area
where there is no summersaving time.
Arrival

and Departure

All visitors to Norway for any purpose need entry visas unless they are
subject to the Visa Waiver programme or are exempt for other reasons.
Please check the visa section to find more information.
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By Plane
Several major European Airlines fly from major cities such as
Copenhagen, Stockholm, Helsinki, Amsterdam and London to Bergen
Airport Flesland, I9km (12 miles) south of the city.
Low-fare airlines also operate direct flights to Bergen from international
airports (Paris, Prague, London and more).
Bergen is also connected with frequent shuttle services with Oslo as well
as other cities in Norway.
The Airport Bus has frequent departures to and from Bergen Airport
Flesland and is a comfortable way of travelling that takes you all the way
to the city centre and to most of the large hotels in Bergen. The airport
service also has departures to and from Bergen Airport via Fyllingsdalen,
daily except Saturdays. Connections between ordinary passenger services
and the Airport Bus are available at a reasonable price.
The Airport Bus leaves from Radisson SAS Royal Hotel at Bryggen, via
Radisson SAS Hotel Norge, and the Bus Station. For departure times
please see www.flvbussen.no. call 177 or inquire at Tourist Information.
The Central Bus Station is located at Stremgaten 8.

By Train
Trains operate 4 times per day betweenBergen and Oslo The journey is
approximatelysix and half-hoursand takes you through some of the most
scenic views in the world. For timetables and online booking see
http://www.nsb.no/internetlenlindex.jhtml.
By Sea
International ferries go to Bergen from the Faroe Islands, Hanstholm,
Hirtshals,Iceland, Shetland,andNewcastle.
By Bus
Bergen is linked to Oslo by express bus. The trip is approximately II
hours. Check out timetables and prices at http://www.norwav .no/nbeweb/index.

isp?lang=en.

Getting Around
A network of buses serves Bergen. For information on routes and
timetablesplease call 177 in the Bergenarea. A networkof yellow-sided
city busesservesthe city centre only(Information:55-59-32-200).
The CentralBus Stationis locatedat Stremgaten 8, and it is the terminal
for all buses serving the Bergen and Hardanger areas, as well as the
airportbus. The stationhas luggagedeposit,shops and a restaurant.
City busesare markedwith theirdestinationand route numbers.
City buses cost NOKI5 while buses that travel beyond the centre are
pricedaccordingto the distancetravelled.
Taxisare readily available.
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Climate
All guidebookswill agree on one thing: Bergen is wet, wet, wet! Make
sure you have a brolly to fendoff the rain.
The same guidebooks will tell you the average temperature for April is
41°F or 5°C but Bergen residents will assure you that during the day the
temperature may climb up to 10°C. With temperatures like these, a coat
and/or a cardigan may be needed.
The table below is extracted from Yahoo weather statistics for the historic
averages for the 3 days of the conference:
Sun Rise
Sun Set
Average Maximum
(0C)
Average Minimum
(0C)
Mean Temp (0C)

6 April
6:49
20:33

7 April
6:46
20:36

8 April
6:42
20:38

Temp 7

7

7

Temp

I

I

I

4

4

4

Money
The official currency is the Krone represented as NOK. In some
guidebooksthe symbolsNkr (precedingthe number) or kr (followingthe
amount)are used.
One Norwegian Krone equals 100 ere. Coins come in dominations of 50
ere, NOKI, NOK5, NOKIO and N0K20. Notes are available in NOK50,
NOKlOO,
NOK200,
NOK500
and
NOKlOOO.
Major foreign currencies and brands of traveller cheques can be
exchanged at post offices, banks and some tourist offices. Traveller's
cheques command slightly better exchange rates than cash. Banks offer
the best rates but post offices and tourist offices could be convenient
outside the banking hours. Unfortunately their fees erode sometimes what
you gain in better bank exchange rates.

Electricity
The voltage is 220V with 30-50 cycles AC. The plugs are standard
Europeantwo-pin plugs.
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Internet Access
Internet access is available at some cafes and tourist offices and you will
pay around NOK 30-40/50-80 for 30/60 minutes.
Internet access is available free of charge at public libraries but the
service is oversubscribed and you will need to book early in the day and
sometimes may be restricted to a maximum of 30 minutes.
Wireless access is available at many hotels and some cafes and you will
need to pay for it by obtaining a scratch card from either your hotel or the
local tourist office. The typical cost is NOK150 per 24 hours.

Emergencies
Police: 112
Fire: 110:
Ambulance:113
Health
All conference participants are strongly advised to arrange for
comprehensiveinsurance that will cover them for emergency medical
treatmentas well as repatriationif need arises.
Norwayhas a well developedand excellenthealth system and nearly all
doctorsspeak English.
In case of emergency you can call an ambulance by dialling 113. For
minor conditions you can visit the local pharmacy or medical centre. For
more serious problems you may need to visit a hospital emergency ward.
Please ask at your hotel for recommendations.
People travelling from some parts of the world where diseases such as
yellow fever is endemic are advised to prepare well in advance by
obtaining the necessary inoculations. Please contact the nearest
Norwegian embassy to find out if special health requirements are in place
for your country or region.
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Financial Support for Postgraduate Students
From Britain and Ireland Provided by SSSUK
7thInternational Sudan Studies Conference
Bergen, Norway, 6-8 April 2006
The Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom (SSSUK) aspires to provide
a limited number of modest grants to postgraduate students who are currently
preparing theses on Sudan and are registered at a British or Irish university to
help pay for part of the cost of attending the 7th International Sudan Studies
Conference (www.sudan2006.org).
The scholarships are only available to postgraduate students who are presenting
papers at the conference. Applicants need to complete the application form
available at www.sssuk.org.
Those applying for the conference grants must be legal residents of the UK or
the Irish Republic (nationals, refugees, permanent residents and those on
temporary student visas regardless of nationality).
Applicants do not have to be existing members of SSSUK to qualify for the
conference grant so please inform anyone you think may be interested.
Application forms and proof of acceptance of abstracts by the conference
organisers must reach SSSUK by 01/12/05.
Awards will be made conditional on:
I. The submission of a copy of the full written paper to SSSUK by the date
specified by the conference organisers for those awarded financial
support, i.e. 15/01/2006.
2. The agreement that SSSUK can publish the paper in a future issue of
Sudan Studies after consultation with the conference organisers.
3. The applicant is able to cover the rest of the required finance to attend the
conference (documentary evidence must be provided before any transfer
of funds can take place).
4. The applicant is able to secure an entry visa to Norway (for those who
require a visa to enter Norway).
If the application is successful and a conditional award is made, the applicant
will be issued with a letter stating that a conditional grant is made and the
conditions will be listed for the purposes of obtaining visas or more funds.
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Guerilla Government. Political Changes in the Southern Sudan
during the 1990s.
Oystein Rolandsen, Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, Uppsala, 2005.
ISBN 91-7106-537-7. Pp. 201, £15.95
Oystein Rolandsen's book is really a study of the events leading up to,
and resulting from, the National Convention at Chukudum in 1994. Seen
by some as the moment at which the SPLM/A began the journey to a new
kind of political accountability, and by others as an empty sham to
impress a foreign audience, the National Convention brought together
delegates from across southern Sudan (and Nuba Mountains) to express
their views about the future structure and direction of the Movement.
Rolandsen's judgment is thoughtful and balanced. He shows how the
National Convention was a consequence of a crisis within the SPLA: the
defection of the Nasir faction had emphasised the loss of personal
authority which John Garang had suffered as a result of the withdrawal of
Ethiopian support. Garang needed to construct a new sort of political
support: and the National Convention offered a way both to build
southern Sudanese support by improving the Movement's poor record of
local accountability and to project a more democratic image

to the

humanitarian agencies who were potential suppliers of desperatelyneeded resources.

But while Rolandsen points out that many of the resolutions adopted by
the Convention were never properly implemented, he argues that
Chukudum really did affect the way that the Movement operated as an
administration. The commitment to good governance and accountability
may have been largely rhetorical

-

but rhetoric can make a difference.

The book is a little short on discussion of actual practice of government

-

indeed, one of the clearest messages here is that it is very difficult to get
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reliable information on either the practice or the policy of administration
in southern Sudan. Rolandsen has had to build his discussion on
incomplete collections of documents and bits of interviews: there simply
is no archival record of the SPLM's debates on how to govern, or on the
practice of government. Rolandsen has done well to produce this readable
and informative work in such difficult circumstances.
Jus/in Willis

Memoirs
Brian Carlisle, Imprint, Famborough, 2003
Brian Carlisle joined the Sudan Political Service in 1947 after Cambridge
and war service on the Arctic convoys. His memoirs give a brief account
of his life and work in a series of posts - in Kassala, the Gezira, and
finally Rumbek. His account very much confirms those given by other
SPS men: the concern with proper form, the polite but occasionally
uneasy relationship with Sudanese administrators, the paternalism

-and

the emphasis on proper filing. After leaving Sudan, Carlisle spent many
years in the oil industry. In retirement he renewed his association with
Sudan, serving as a member of the Committee of the Sudan Church
Association from 1978, and becoming its Chairman in 1981; this work
gives a short description of his work there and a little comment on the
Gabriel Rorie controversy. Brian Carlisle died in April of this year.
Justin Willis
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Darfur.

The Ambiguous

Genocide

London: Hurst and Company, 2005. ISBN 1-85065-770-X
Gerard Prunier
Gerard Prunier's discussion of the conflict in Darfur, and its historical
antecedents, is written with characteristic zest and energy. As in his
analysis of an earlier genocide, in Rwanda, Prunier lays great stress here
on the baleful influence of external actors in provoking conflict. The
British officials of the Condominium are criticised

- as they so often are

- for the cautious conservatism which led to such uneven development.
But the major villains of Prunier's story are the riverain Arab elite of
post-colonial Sudan, with Muammar Qaddafi playing a substantial
supporting role. Prunier argues that the disinterest, even contempt, with
which the elite viewed Darfur made them entirely willing to rent the
province out, or even offer to sell it, when Qaddafi sought a base for his
complex political schemes of interference in Chad. It was this Libyan
influence which helped turn local conflicts over grazing and water into
'racialized' disputes between contenders who began to identify
themselves as Africans and Arabs in opposition to one another. Prunier
points out the multiple ironies ofthese labels, and the ease with which
those who are 'black' in one context may slip into being 'Arab' in
another.

The triumph of Libya's chosen candidate in Chad led to a lull in the
violence, but Prunier argues that the tensions stirred in the late 1980s did
not dissipate. They flared up again after 2000, in response to further
opportunistic meddling from outside

- this time by Hasan el-Turabi

and

those who followed him out of the government in the wake of his split
with President Beshir. After a rather brief analysis of this resurgence of
the conflict

-

which brought it to international attention
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-

Prunier devotes

the latter part of the book to a critical discussion of the confused and
uncertain response of the 'international community'. He is scathing on
the role of the media, which has swung between sensational
simplification and bored indifference; and scathing too about the
hesitations and inadequacies of the United Nations and the African
Union. But his greatest criticism is reserved for the governments of the
United States and Britain, whose anxiety to keep the peace deal for the
south on track has made them most reluctant to challenge the
Government of Sudan more effectively over Darfur. Prunier has no doubt
that the Government has armed, fed, and organized the Janjaweed in their
campaign against civilians, and has lent them the support of regular
armed forces

- and he is evidentlyoutragedthat noone is willingto stop

them. And he is sure that by international definition this is genocide (and
that much else that the Government of Sudan has done may be genocide
too) - though he argues that their policy is rather different to the
extraordinary attempted extermination in Rwanda. But while the
denunciation is impassioned, it is not entirely clear what alternative

policyPrunierwouldhave likedto see - as he himself observes, northern
Sudanese are profoundly suspicious of European and American
interference, and Iraq offers a very present reminder of the challenges of
intervention.

There are some weaknesses here, suggesting a degree of haste in
producing the book. There is a fair sprinkling of typing errors; more
importantly, Prunier is perhaps a little too willing to see Darfur before
1873 as remote, exotic, and a sort of model multi-ethnic state - it might
rather be argued that it was just one of a number of predatory savanna
states, dominated by a raiding equine aristocracy, which stretched across
the continent. With regard to more recent events, the book takes issue,
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rather unsuccessfully, with Alex de Waal's suggestion that recent events
are partly the product of a government 'counter-insurgency on the cheap';
and its emphasis on the conspiracies of Qaddafi, Sadiq and their ilk may
divert attention from the complexities of community and resource politics
within Darfur. But that this book is both more slight and more polemical
than Prunier's earlier work on Rwanda is unsurprising: the genocide there
was over before he began to write, whereas events in Darfur are still very
much in train, and the book is evidently intended to have more than
academic effect. A little haste is no bad thing in such circumstances.
Justin Willis

Exploring:

Robin Hodgkin's

and Playing: Robin Hodgkin's
Adam Hodgkin

letters from the Sudan, 1939-47,
mountaineering

letters, 1937-47,

(ed), Oxford, private pub, 2005.

Following Robin Hodgkin's death in 2003 his son Adam set about editing
his father's letters essentially for family and friends. Robin and his wife
Elizabeth had already cleared out many of their letters and papers, but a
number remained and others were in the Sudan Archive in Durham. The
letters are mostly to Robin's mother (his natural father died when he was
two) and are of a very private nature in that they contain many allusions
to family and friends that Adam briefly explains. They certainly do not
read like the letters of Douglas Newbold (with whom Robin lodged for a
while) from the same period, but then many of those were written for
fellow members of the Sudan Political Service or others with an interest
in Sudan's development such as Margery Perham of Nuffield College,
Oxford, and comment far more on public affairs.; Nevertheless there are
comments that Robin makes in a number of areas that will be of wider
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interest to students of Sudan, especially of that interesting period 1939-47
as the country moved ITomthe conservative British reaction to the 1924
revolt to the realisation that World War II and its aftermath heralded the
beginning of the end of the Condominium. Robin, a liberal observer of
the scene, thought that self-government might lie 20 years ahead!

Probably it was as a geographer that Robin first approached Sudan in
1939, having completed his degree at The Queen's College Oxford. For
one who loved mountains there was a certain deprivation in arriving in
such a flat country, but nonetheless he was appreciative of all aspects of
the topography and did his best to travel around as much of it as he could
including climbing Jebel Kassala, as well as ranging into the mountains
of Ethiopia and East Africa. While he feels like a natural physical
geographer, there is also sensitivity to the human side of the subject. As
well as teaching geography Robin also produced a school textbook at a
time when he moved ITom hands on teaching into the Publications
Bureau.

While geography was his subject, Robin increasingly became an
educationalist. For the period of these letters that meant teaching
geography and other subjects as the need arose at the Gordon College,
soon to become a University College and then the University of
Khartoum. The atmosphere of the College has been much discussed and
by the time of Robin's arrival appears more liberal than it was reputed to
have been in earlier years. Certainly Robin seems to have enjoyed
easygoing relations with his students and to have relished field trips with
them. It was also during his time there that the Graduates Congress, led
by former Gordon College maths teacher Ismail al-Azhari, was becoming
more of a national political force. Robin took part in discussions with the
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emerging elite, especially in a series of seminars held in the government
hilI station at Erkowit in the Red Sea HilIs.ii After much soul searching
Robin moved for a while into the Publications Bureau, but his heart was
by now in education. In 1949 he became Principal of Bakht er Ruda, the
teacher training college at ed-Dueim on the White Nile, where he served
until leaving Sudan in 1954. By 1947 he had also met and married a
fellow geographer and educationalist, Elizabeth Hodgson, and a small
number of letters are included from her to ' Dear Robin's Mother': it
proved a long and very happy marriage.

The letters also reflect Robin the man. He could be quite introspective,
inclined towards reading philosophy and psychology. He came from a
longstanding Quaker family which probably encouraged this reflective
side of his nature. He was never entirely happy with the expatriate scene
in Khartoum which could be stiff and hierarchical, but on the whole his
adventurous and sometimes light hearted nature coped with it. And when
it came to the War there was no question of Quaker pacifism as Sudan
was threatened by the Italians in Ethiopia. He readily took his turn at
defensive duties, especially on the anti-aircraft installations.

-

That Robin - unlike so many other British officials in Sudan was not
draftedinto the armed services for the war was an indirect consequence
of his mountaineering.After leaving

Oxford he went climbing in the

Himalayasand experienced an avalanchethat led him to suffer severe
frost bite. It was typical of Robin that in spite of having lost several
fingers and toes he returned to mountaineering,and in 1947 in the Alps
had the horrific experienceof seeingtwo of his climbingcompanionsfall
to their deaths. Adam felt that the mountaineeringletters were different
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both in subject matter and in their place in Robin's approach to life, and
thus they appear in a separate volume.
After leaving Sudan, Robin continued his career as an educationalist. He
became Headmaster of Abbotsholme

School and later joined the

Department of Educational Studies in Oxford. He also wrote a number of
books on education, including one entitled Playing and Exploring, from
which Adam took the titles for these volumes. Robin always retained his
interest in Sudan, chairing the Gordon Memorial College Trust Fund for
many years and becoming one ofthe first members of SSSUK.
Peter Woodward

; The Making of the Modern Sudan: the life and letters of Sir Douglas Newbold. K D D Henderson (ed),
London, Faber & Faber, 1952.
;;The discussions of the time are well reflected in, Khartoum Perspectives: A collection of lectures
given at the Sudan Cultural Centre Khartoum in the 1940s and 1950s. Donald Hawley (ed), Norwich,
Michael Russell, 2001.
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